Complex-environment rearing prevents prenatal hypoxia-induced deficits in hippocampal cellular mechanisms necessary for memory consolidation in the adult Wistar rat.
Hypoxic episodes in utero can result in enduring and debilitating neurological sequelae that include nonprogressive motor disorders and/or significant learning deficits. The extent of long-term disruption of synaptic function following prenatal hypoxia and its subsequent effect on learning ability, however, remain to be established. Polysialylation of the neural cell adhesion molecule, a cellular event integral to the consolidation of diverse learning paradigms, was used to correlate cellular end points with learning deficits as a consequence of prenatal hypoxia. Pregnant Wistar dams exposed to hypobaric hypoxia during gestational days 10-20 had significantly reduced litter sizes, but the lack of effect on subsequent pup weight gain suggested no gross developmental deficit. By contrast, adult animals with prior in utero hypoxia exhibited significant learning difficulties in both acquisition of a water maze spatial learning task and recall of a passive avoidance paradigm. Learning deficits correlated with a significant reduction in the frequency of polysialylated neurons in the dentate infragranular zone and a blunting of their transient activation 12 hr following task acquisition. Rearing animals with prior prenatal hypoxia in a complex environment, however, eliminated the task acquisition and recall deficits and restored dentate polysialylated cell frequency and their transient posttraining increase.